
France, UAE  
leaders hold  
talks  
 
 
PARIS: French President Emmanuel 
Macron hosted United Arab Emirates 
President Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed 
Al-Nahyan for lunch in Paris on 
Monday, with increased diesel supplies 
on the menu for their official talks. The 
UAE has emerged as a key partner for 
Western countries as they scramble for 
energy supplies worldwide to replace 
imports from sanction-hit Russia. 

Sheikh Mohamed, also known as 
MBZ, was on his first overseas state visit 
since taking office in May following the 
death of his half-brother. The visit is 
expected to conclude with “the 
announcement of guarantees given by 
the UAE on quantities of hydrocarbon 
supplies to France,” Macron’s office 

announced before the visit. The deal will 
cover diesel in particular, which the 
UAE does not supply at present. 

France is seeking “to diversify its 
sources of supply in the context of the 
conflict in Ukraine,” the Elysee source 
added, referring to EU sanctions on 
Russian oil. Sheikh Mohamed’s decision 
to make his first official visit to France 
“is a conscious one that acknowledges 
the historic ties between the two nations 
but also the potential for even greater 
cooperation and growth with France,” 
his diplomatic advisor Anwar Gargash 
said on Friday. 

“The UAE is determined to remain a 
reliable partner and source of energy,” 
he added. “We have sold our oil to the 
far-east for 40 years and now we are 
directing it toward Europe in this time 
of crisis.” The UAE president’s visit to 
France came after Joe Biden’s first 
Middle East tour as president, which 
included a visit to Saudi Arabia for 
energy talks. 

Macron and Biden were overheard 
talking about energy supplies from the 

Middle East at a G7 summit at the end of 
June in Germany. Macron told Biden that 
he had spoken to Sheikh Mohammed 
who had said he was at his “maximum” 
in terms of oil production, but that the 

Saudis had some spare capacity. After 
his lunch with Macron, Sheikh Mohamed 
is set to be guest of honor at a dinner at 
the former royal palace in Versailles out-
side Paris.— AFP  
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Visa waiver signifies firm  
Britain-Kuwait relations 

Online travel permit will only take few minutes 
KUWAIT: United Kingdom Ambassador to Kuwait 
Belinda Lewis stated on Monday that exempting 
Kuwaiti nationals from entrance visas and swapping it 
with an online travel permit next year highlights the 
firm relations tying the two countries and bolsters 
such ties. In an interview with Kuwait News Agency 
(KUNA), Ambassador Lewis added that issuing the 
online travel permit will only take a few minutes and 
would be valid for a couple of years, and for multiple 
entries.  

Commenting on the airport crisis in the UK, she 
advised Kuwaiti travelers to head over to airports out-
side of the capital London, as Heathrow airport strikes 

are causing flight delays and cancelations. In relation to 
Kuwaiti students in the UK, Lewis commented that their 
number amounted to 8,400 students in the year 2021-
2022, adding that cultural exchange between the two 
nations has been going on for generations and they are 
looking forward to extending it for even more genera-
tions to come.  

She further commended the role of the two countries’ 
cultural attaches in facilitating students’ travel proce-
dures. Lewis clarified that the online travel permit will 
not be made available to students looking to study in 
British universities or for travelers intending on staying in 
the United Kingdom for a prolonged period of time. On 

the free trade deal being negotiated by Gulf countries 
and the UK, the British Ambassador affirmed that it 
holds great importance as all sides are set to reap 
numerous benefits.  

She went on to explain that trade exchange 
between UK and the Gulf bloc is quite large as it 
amounts to GBP 30 billion (approximately $35.5 bil-
lion) in the private sector alone, adding that Gulf coun-
tries are the seventh largest exporter to the UK. 
Ambassador Lewis affirmed that the deal could con-
tribute to future visions of Gulf countries including 
Kuwait’s 2035 vision, and it would also facilitate move-
ment of workers in said countries. — KUNA 

UK, France face  
heat apocalypse 
 
 
LONDON: Britain and France went on heatwave 
alert on Monday facing record temperatures as 
southwest Europe wilted under a scorching sun 
and ferocious wildfires devoured more forests. 
Forecasters in Britain warned of havoc in a coun-
try unprepared for the onslaught of extreme heat 
that authorities said was putting lives at risk. The 
mercury was set to rise to 38 Celsius in London 
Monday - not far below Britain’s all-time record of 
38.7C - and could breach the 40C mark for the 
first time by Tuesday, meteorologists said. 

Scientists blame climate change and predict 
more frequent and intense episodes of extreme 
weather. Across the Channel firefighters failed to 
contain two massive fires in France’s southwest 
that have created apocalyptic scenes of destruc-
tion. For six days, armies of firefighters and a fleet 
of waterbombing aircraft have struggled against 
blazes that have mobilized much of France’s entire 
firefighting capacity. 

Forecasters have put 15 French departments on 
the highest state of alert for extreme temperatures, 
including in the western Brittany region where the 
Atlantic coastal city of Brest was expected to hit 
40 Celsius Monday, nearly twice its usual July 
temperature average. By early afternoon, Brest 
had already beaten its all-time record of 35.2 C set 
in 1949. The European heatwave, spreading north, 
is the second to engulf parts of the southwest of 
the continent within only weeks. 

Blazes burning in France, Greece, Portugal and 
Spain have destroyed thousands of hectares of 
land and forced thousands of residents and holi-
daymakers to flee. In France’s Landes forest, in the 
southwest Aquitaine region, temperatures “will be 
above 42 degrees Celsius” on Monday, forecaster 
Olivier Proust said. 

In the Gironde region, further north, firefighters 
on Monday continued their battle against forest 
blazes that have devoured nearly 14,000 hectares 
since Tuesday. An area of nine kilometers long and 
eight kilometers wide was still ablaze near the 
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PARIS: France’s President Emmanuel Macron and his wife Brigitte Macron welcome UAE 
President Mohamed bin Zayed Al-Nahyan for a working lunch at the Elysee presidential 
Palace in Paris, on July 18, 2022.— AFP  

TAQTAQAH: A worker is seen at an oil refinery near the village of Taq Taq, in the 
autonomous Iraqi region of Kurdistan.  — AFP  

United Kingdom Ambassador to Kuwait Belinda Lewis 

Iran has ‘ability’ to 
build nuclear bomb 
 
 
TEHRAN: Iran has the technical capacity to build a 
nuclear weapon but has not taken a decision to do so, 
an official told the Al Jazeera broadcaster on Sunday. 
Iran “has the technical ability to build a nuclear bomb” 
said Kamal Kharrazi, who heads an advisory board 
linked to Iran’s leadership. But Tehran has “not made a 
decision to build an atomic bomb”, he added. 

The comments come after US President Joe Biden 
visited the Middle East this week and signed a securi-
ty pact with Zionist entity vowing to prevent Iran from 
acquiring nuclear weapons. It also comes as efforts to 
revive a 2015 nuclear deal between Tehran and world 
powers remain stalled. Kharrazi, a former foreign min-
ister, also told Al Jazeera that Tehran had carried out 

extensive drills to be able to strike deep inside Zionist 
entity “if sensitive (Iranian) installations are targeted”. 
He did not specify when the drills took place. 

The 2015 nuclear deal offered Iran sanctions relief in 
exchange for imposing limits on its nuclear program and 
sought to guarantee Tehran could not develop a nuclear 
weapon, something it has always denied wanting to do. 
The United States withdrew from the agreement in 2018 
under then president Donald Trump and reimposed bit-
ing sanctions, prompting Tehran to step away from 
many of its own commitments under the deal. 

Iran has held direct talks with remaining parties to 
the accord - and indirect talks with the United States - 
in a bid to restore the deal, but negotiations have been 
at an impasse since March. The new security pact 
signed this week by Zionists and the United States 
commits Washington to “never to allow Iran to acquire 
a nuclear weapon”, stating that the US “is prepared to 
use all elements of its national power to ensure that 
outcome”. 

Asked on Thursday how long the US was prepared 
to give efforts to revive the 2015 nuclear deal, Biden 
said “we’re not going to wait forever”. Tehran earlier 
Sunday accused Washington of provoking tensions in 
the Middle East, after Biden vowed that the United 
States would not “tolerate efforts by any country to 
dominate another in the region through military 
buildups, incursions, and/or threats”, in a transparent 
reference to Iran. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
said earlier this month that Tehran had started “feed-
ing... a cascade of... centrifuges” at a fuel enrichment 
plant. The techniques facilitate the process and would 
make it easier for Iran to switch to a different level of 
enriching uranium. In January 2021, Iran said it was 
enriching uranium to 20 percent at that facility, a level 
well beyond the 3.67 percent agreed under the 2015 
deal, before later saying it had enriched to 60 percent 
at another facility, still short of the 90 percent required 
for military grade uranium.— AFP  

Iraq oil dispute  
sharpens Kurd  
tensions  
 
 
BAGHDAD: Iraq’s oil wealth is rekin-
dling tensions between federal authori-
ties and the autonomous Kurdish 
region, in a row that could compromise 
the lifeline industry and keep investors 
away, analysts say. The long-simmering 
dispute came to a head in February - at 
a time of political deadlock in Baghdad  
- when the federal supreme court 
ordered Kurdistan to hand over oil 
extracted from its territories to the 
federal authorities. 

Then earlier this month, a commer-

cial court in the Iraqi capital annulled 
contracts between the Kurds and for-
eign firms, after the oil ministry in 
Baghdad filed a judicial complaint. 
Authorities in the Kurdistan capital 
Arbil  have cried foul, accusing 
Baghdad of heaping “unjust pressure” 
on them and announcing their own 
legal action. 

Iraq, the second largest producer in 
the Organization of the Petroleum 
Exporting Countries, sits on enormous 
oil reserves, and revenues from the sec-
tor feed 90 percent of the federal gov-
ernment budget. It exports an average 
of 3.3 million barrels of crude oil per 
day (bpd), while production in 
Kurdistan amounts to just over 450,000 
bpd. The February ruling stated that a 
2007 law adopted by Arbil to regulate 
oil and gas was unconstitutional. 
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BREST: A pharmacy lighted sign shows the tempera-
ture off 44 degrees in Brest, western France, on July 
18, 2022. The historical temperature record was beat-
en early on July 18, 2022 afternoon in Brest.— AFP  


